CompuWall

Did you ever worry about your corporate network?
Do your employees work securely from an external
location?
CompuWall is a combination of a NextGen firewall and
VPN concentrator and is the solution for secure company
networks and connections all around the world.
Always safe online, easy integration and manageability,
more reliable and secure than ever, certified by government
and ‘’one price fits all’’ principle.

CompuWall has it all!
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Cybersecurity with a personal touch

“Everything
not explicitly
allowed is strictly
forbidden.”
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// Features
Security principle

Secure is really secure

with as result security leaks is excluded because CompuWall
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explicitly allowed is strictly forbidden.”
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One price fits all

Reduced cost of ownership
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// Certified and
reliable solution
“CompuWall
is 100 %
free from
backdoors.”
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government for Departementaal
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that the product is approved for use by
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the Dutch government.

not. To confirm this statement every
customer is allowed to have a look into
the source code.

// Compumatica
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Compumatica secure networks is a
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